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Continuing our series of discussions exploring religious freedom, Alastair Lichten spoke with
Geoffrey Robertson QC – the internationally renowned human rights barrister, academic, author
and broadcaster and founder of Doughty Street Chambers.

Watch this episode on YouTube | Transcript

This was part of a series of interviews leading up to our major conference Secularism 2019:
Reclaiming Religious Freedom. Information on all the speakers and a videos from all the talks
are now available.

Links from Geoffrey

Rather His Own Man: In Court with Tyrants, Tarts and Troublemakers
The Justice Game
The Case of the Pope: Vatican Accountability for Human Rights Abuse
(NSS review) Spotlight: This hard-hitting film salutes the journalists who exposed the power
of a deeply corrupt institution

Listening to another great NSS podcast! It's an interview about freedom of belief with Geoffrey
Robertson QC; the internationally renowned human rights barrister. Covers famous blasphemy
cases and much more.
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We publish our podcast to enable exploration of subjects of interest to NSS members and
supporters. Guests' views may not always align with those of the NSS.
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Secularism protects freedom of religion or belief for all.

Read More

Protect freedom of expression

We promote free speech as a positive value.

Read More

Reform wedding laws

Make marriage fairer for all people of all religions and beliefs.

Read More

Subscribe to NSS Podcasts: Apple Podcasts | Android | Google Podcasts | Stitcher | Spotify |
RSS | YouTube | Blubrry | TuneIn.

If you value the podcast please share it with a friend and leave us a positive review wherever you
get it. You can also support future podcasts and our campaigns by joining the NSS or making a
donation.
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